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Abstract

This paper introduces the method of VPAI_Lab
team’s experiments on BioNLP 2022 shared
task 1 Medical Video Classification (Med-
VidCL). Given an input video, the MedVidCL
task aims to correctly classify it into one of
three following categories: Medical Instruc-
tional, Medical Non-instructional, and Non-
medical. Inspired by its dataset construction
process, we divide the classification process
into two stages. The first stage is to classify
videos into medical videos and non-medical
videos. In the second stage, for those sam-
ples classified as medical videos, we further
classify them into instructional videos and non-
instructional videos. In addition, we also pro-
pose the cross-modal fusion method to solve
the video classification, such as fusing the text
features (question and subtitles) from the pre-
training language models and visual features
from image frames. Specifically, we use textual
information to concatenate and query the visual
information for obtaining better feature repre-
sentation. Extensive experiments show that the
proposed method significantly outperforms the
official baseline method by 15.4% in the F1
score, which shows its effectiveness. Finally,
the official results show that our method ranks
the Top-1 on the official unseen test set. All the
experimental codes are open-sourced at https:
//github.com/Lireanstar/MedVidCL.

1 Introduction

One of the key goals of artificial intelligence (AI)
is to develop a multimodal system that uses natural
language queries to facilitate communication with
the visual world (i.e., images, videos) (Cukurova
et al., 2019). In recent years, the gap between lan-
guage and visual understanding has narrowed (Guo
et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2019) due to the development
of pre-trained models (Devlin et al., 2018) and the
introduction of large-scale language-vision datasets

∗These authors contribute equally to this work.
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Figure 1: The overview of the proposed two-stage cross-
modal fusion method.

(Lei et al., 2018, 2020a,b). Improvements have
been made in numerous vision-and-language tasks,
such as visual classification (Servières et al., 2021),
video question answering (Huang et al., 2020) and
natural language video localization (Yuan et al.,
2019; Chen et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020).

The recent proliferation of online videos has
changed the way people acquire information and
knowledge. More and more people are accustomed
to using instructional videos to teach or learn spe-
cific tasks. Medical instructional videos are more
suitable and conducive to conveying key informa-
tion through both visual and verbal communication
in an effective and efficient manner (Gupta et al.,
2022; Gupta and Demner-Fushman, 2022).

To better distinguish medical instructional
videos from other videos, MedVidQA proposes
Medical Video Classification (MedVidCL) task1.
Given an input video, the MedVidCL task aims
to correctly classify it into one of three following
categories: Medical Instructional, Medical Non-
instructional, and Non-medical.

Inspired by its dataset construction process
(Gupta et al., 2022), we divide the classification
process into two stages. As shown in Figure 1,
given the question “How to get immediate relief

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/1058
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from gum pain?” and subtitles and videos, we first
classify it into medical and non-medical videos by
the Medical Classification Model in stage one. If
the input is classified as a medical video, in the
second stage, we further classify it into medical
instructional videos and non-instructional videos
through the Instructional Classification Model.

For monomodal (Language) setting, it is fea-
sible to classify the input video with the corre-
sponding subtitle texts since the content of the
video is directly related to its subtitles (Mahdis-
oltani et al., 2018; Perez-Martin et al., 2021). We
choose various pre-trained models combined with
our designed two-stage method to perform video
classification. The experimental results show that
pre-trained language models can achieve better se-
mantic understanding.

Moreover, visual information is equally impor-
tant for the MedVidCL task. To make full use
of the information of visual and textual modality,
we perform feature extraction on them separately
and perform the query concatenation mechanism
(Zhang et al., 2020) for better feature representa-
tion.

In this paper, we propose a two-stage cross-
modal fusion method, by fusing the extracted visual
features and textual features from the pre-trained
language model. Compared with the official multi-
modal method, our multimodal method improves
by 15.4% in F1, and the results show the effective-
ness of our cross-modal method.

2 Proposed Approach

In this section, we will elaborate on the proposed
approach for the medical video classification (Med-
VidCL) track. As the pre-training language method
can enhance the performance of semantic represen-
tation queried by the text subtitles (Perez-Martin
et al., 2022), we design the two-stages cross-modal
fusion method, which is described in turn as fol-
lows.

2.1 Two-stage modeling for classification

Acquisition of the MedVidCL dataset mainly goes
through (1) Extraction of medical and health-
related tasks from WikiHow2; (2) Identification of
relevant health-related tasks; (3) Expert label anno-
tation for medical instructional videos. Therefore,
we consider that the overall three-category (non-
medical, medical instructional, and non-medical

2https://www.wikihow.com/Main-Page
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Figure 2: An example of the language-only classifica-
tion model. Given the video title and its subtitles, it
is required to perform the binary classification on the
MedVidCL datasets.

instructional) can be turned into a two-stage taxon-
omy. We first perform the binary classification of
medical-related then process the binary classifica-
tion of medical instructional-related.

2.2 Language-only video classification

Because the content of the video is directly related
to its subtitles, it is feasible to use the correspond-
ing subtitle texts to perform the classification of
the input video (Miech et al., 2020). As shown
in Figure 2, we concatenate the video title with
the subtitles which are segmented into text spans
for text encoding. Then the tokenized tokens are
encoded through the DeBERTa model (He et al.,
2020) for learning well-formed representations. An
averaged pooling with the fully connected layer is
designed to obtain the final features for the binary
classification prediction.

2.3 Cross-modal video classification

When people watch videos, they may not always
judge the video contents through the subtitle texts.
For the non-audio parts, the visual information
counts a lot (Gabeur et al., 2020). Therefore, for
each subtitle span, we can add the visual feature to
predict the video content. As shown in Figure 3, we
design the cross-modal video classification model.
Specifically, we focus on the feature joint align-
ment of video frames and subtitle text. The binary
classification is performed after mapping the subti-
tle spans with their corresponding video frame into
the same vector space. For the text modality, we
input the subtitle texts into the pre-trained model
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Figure 3: An example of the cross-modal classification model. The cross-modal features encoded separately are
sent to the context query concatenation module for joint alignment. The binary classification is performed through
the fully connected layer.

Video Category Train Validation Test Total
Medical Instructional 789 100 600 1489

Medical Non-instructional 2394 100 500 2994
Non-Medical 1034 100 500 1634

Total 4217 300 1600 6117

Table 1: Statistics of the medical video classification
task dataset for the experiments.

for obtaining the textual feature. For the visual
modality, we extract the raw frames with down-
sampling, where 20 frames are derived from each
video at a uniform time interval. Then we utilized
a 3D ConvNet (I3D) module (Balaguer and Gob-
betti, 1995) with the Convolution-2D for obtaining
the visual features, which was pre-trained on the
Kinetics dataset (Kay et al., 2017). We perform the
Context Query Concatenation (Cq_Concat) (Zhang
et al., 2020) for joint alignment of the textual fea-
tures (Q) and the visual features (C) for the final
binary classification prediction.

2.4 Late fusion method

Since there is a huge gap between visual features
(Zhang et al., 2021) and language features, we de-
sign the late fusion method to use the Bagging
algorithm (Breiman, 1996) to obtain the results of

the above two models. Specifically, we use the
logits from the different models for this ensemble
method, where these logits are summed together be-
fore the softmax. We adopt the softmax to perform
the final prediction. The Bagging algorithm is used
during the prediction, which can effectively reduce
the variance of the final prediction by bridging the
prediction bias of different models, enhancing the
overall generalization ability of the system.

3 Experimental setup

3.1 Data Description

Recently, with the rapid development of the video
field, the informative nature of video has changed
the way human beings obtain information (Lin
et al., 2019). Medical Video CLassification (Med-
VidCL) (Gupta et al., 2022) is a data set about
medical instructional video classification, which
has been validated by human annotators. The med-
ical classification datasets contain a collection of
6,617 videos, and it is required to classify the
video into “Medical Instructional”, “Medical Non-
Instructional”, and “Non-Medical” classes.

The statistics of the medical video classification
datasets (seen datasets for experiments) are shown
in Table 1. To construct the MedVidCL dataset, the
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Experimental Items Medical-related Instructional-related Overall
Method F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1(macro)
SVM / / / 0.802 1.000 0.670 0.874

BERT-Base-Uncased / / / 0.915 0.960 0.875 0.929
RoBERTa-Base / / / 0.934 0.980 0.893 0.947
BigBird-Base / / / 0.942 0.982 0.907 0.957

DeBERTa One-Stage 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.992 0.984 1.000 0.963
DeBERTa Two-Stage 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.936 1.000 0.880 0.934
BigBird One-Stage 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.994 0.996 0.990 0.983
BigBird Two-Stage 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.998 0.996 0.990 0.985

Ensemble 0.996 0.996 0.996 0.998 0.999 1.000 0.988

Table 2: Results of the monomodal with language on the seen test set.

Experimental Items Medical-related Instructional-related Overall
Method F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1(macro)

L + V (I3D) + LSTM / / / 0.726 0.797 0.667 0.757
L + V (ViT) + LSTM / / / 0.773 0.902 0.677 0.814

L + V (I3D) + Transformer / / / 0.727 0.762 0.695 0.748
L + V (ViT) + Transformer / / / 0.791 0.922 0.692 0.824

Ours (One-Stage) + DeBERTa + I3D 0.990 0.988 0.992 0.984 0.969 1.000 0.967
Ours (Two-Stage) + DeBERTa + I3D 0.998 1.000 0.996 0.986 0.973 1.000 0.971
Ours (One-Stage) + BigBird + I3D 0.992 0.992 0.992 0.986 0.981 0.992 0.975
Ours (Two-Stage) + BigBird + I3D 0.992 0.988 0.995 0.973 0.947 1.000 0.977

Ensemble 0.994 0.994 0.994 0.992 0.984 1.000 0.978

Table 3: Results of the Multimodal with Language (L) and Vision (V) on the seen test set.

organizers first train the machine learning model
based on the data marked by medical experts from
HowTo100M and YouTube8M datasets (Abu-El-
Haija et al., 2016). After that, the videos with high
confidence are selected and sorted out with the
machine learning method (Gupta et al., 2022).

3.2 Evaluation metrics
We follow the standard evaluation metrics of an-
swer prediction in MedVidQA. The performance of
the system is evaluated through two evaluation indi-
cators (Gupta and Demner-Fushman, 2022). Each
experiment was conducted for 10 rounds with dif-
ferent random seeds for eliminating the random
bias, and we select the model with the highest F1
score on the valid set and then report its score on
the test set. The metrics are introduced as follows.

1. F1 Score on Medical Instructional class.

2. Average macro-level F1 score across all the
classes.

The calculation equation of each metric is shown
as follows.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 =
2 ∗ PrecisionRecall

Precision+Recall

MacroF1 =

∑n
i=1 F1i
n

3.3 Experimental Details

The Method provided by the organizer3 provides
four baseline methods based on different features.
In order to obtain language features, the organizer
extracted the subtitle information in the video us-
ing the Pytube library4. In addition, the organizer
uses 3D convolution (I3D) (Carreira and Zisserman,
2017) to extract the visual features of the video in
units of every second. And then they train statisti-
cal classifiers such SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995)
method, Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017),
VIT model (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021) and LSTM
model (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). The
details of each baseline are introduced below.

3Specific implementations can refer to https:
//github.com/deepaknlp/MedVidQACL/tree/
master/MedVidCL

4https://github.com/pytube/pytube

https://github.com/deepaknlp/MedVidQACL/tree/master/MedVidCL
https://github.com/deepaknlp/MedVidQACL/tree/master/MedVidCL
https://github.com/deepaknlp/MedVidQACL/tree/master/MedVidCL
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Method Med-Inst Precision Med-Inst Recall Med-Inst F1 Macro F1

BigBird Two-Stage (Monomodal) 0.9949 0.9775 0.9861 0.9893

Ours (Two-Stage) + DeBERTa + I3D 0.9948 0.9750 0.9848 0.9884

Ensemble 0.9974 0.9775 0.9873 0.9901

Table 4: Submitted official results of the unseen test set.

1. Monomodal (Language) They utilize the
pre-trained Transformer models from Hug-
ging Face(Wolf et al., 2020) such as
BERT-Base-Uncase(Devlin et al., 2019) ,
RoBERTa-Base(Liu et al., 2019) and BigBird-
Base(Zaheer et al., 2020).

2. Monomodal (Vision) After extracting fea-
tures from I3D or VIT, the organizer uses the
LSTM network and transformers network to
build classifiers.

3. Multimodal (Language + Vision) After the
text features and visual features are obtained,
they are concatenated and then connected to a
full connection layer for classification.

Our method use the DeBERTa-large-v3 (He et al.,
2021) model. The DeBERTa improves the BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019) models using disentangled attention and en-
hanced mask decoder. It shares the base model with
24 layers and 1024 hidden size. We formulate the
original three-classification task (one-stage) into
two two-classification tasks (two-stage). And we
trained two models separately to support our video
classification under the two-stage setting. In the
experimental table, we will report and compare the
testing effect in one-stage and two-stage settings
respectively.

3.4 Implementation details

We train the model based on the Pytorch frame-
work (Paszke et al., 2019) and use the hugging-
face5 (Wolf et al., 2020) framework. When train-
ing the model, we employ the AdamW optimizer
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017). The default learn-
ing rate is set to 1e-5 with the warm-up (He et al.,
2016). Four RTX3090 GPUs with 24G memory
are implemented for all experiments.

We use the [SEP] token to concatenate the ti-
tle and subtitles of the video. Experiments are
carried out in maximum lengths 512. When it is
necessary to distinguish whether it is a medical

5https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

video or not at the first stage, we set the “Medi-
cal Non-instructional” video and the “Medical In-
structional” video as the same category. When
turning into the second stage, we exclude “Non-
medical” video samples. All the experimental
codes are open-source at https://github.com/
Lireanstar/MedVidCL.

4 Results and discussions

In this section, we introduce the experimental re-
sults of the monomodal in language and the mul-
timodal in language-version where the further dis-
cussions and official results are also presented.

4.1 Experimental results

The experimental results of the monomodal with
language on the seen test set are shown in Table 2,
and the multimodal with language and vision can
be found in Table 3. For the one-stage setting, we
implement the classification for three categories of
prediction. For the proposed two-stage setting, we
exclude the non-medical category for the first stage
classification, then perform the two-categories clas-
sification to differentiate the medical instructional
and medical non-instructional videos for the final
result. Specifically, for the monomodal results, our
method outperforms all the baselines in the overall
scores. What excites us is that the SVM method
achieves the same recall score (1.000) as the deep
learning DeBERTa model on medical instructional-
related classification, indicating that the subtitle
information of the video has strong semantics. As
for the multimodal settings, the proposed two-stage
cross-modal fusion method outperforms the one-
stage cross-modal fusion method, which demon-
strates its effectiveness. The proposed method is
significantly ahead of the baseline methods. We
believe that is because our model can recognize
visual features more efficiently combined with the
strong pre-trained language model. Moreover, the
ensemble method can be a wise choice to enhance
the final score compared with other single mod-
els. In the end, we find that the proposed method
with cross-modal fusion can achieve similar perfor-

https://github.com/Lireanstar/MedVidCL
https://github.com/Lireanstar/MedVidCL
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mance to the monomodal methods, which demon-
strates the superiority of our proposed method.

4.2 Official results
As shown in Table 4, we present the results of
official submissions on the unseen test set. Fur-
ther conclusions can be found that the monomodal
modality (language) can indeed effectively identify
the semantic information from the video, which
outperforms the cross-modal setting. It is in line
with the experimental results under the test set. We
perform the ensemble method by adding the logits
generated from the two single model, and adopt
the Softmax for the final prediction. Finally, by
adopting an ensemble method, we achieve the Top-
1 score in the final official stage.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces our approach to solving the
medical video classification (MedVidCL) task in
BioNLP of the ACL2022. Specifically, we propose
the two-stage method with cross-modal fusion us-
ing the pre-trained language model. We report the
performance of our model compared on the test
set in monomodal and multimodal settings. The
experimental results show that our method obtains
the best performance on the seen test set and un-
seen official test set, which proves that our method
is effective. Also, experimental results show that
language understanding is better than multimodal
video understanding. In the future, we will further
study how to design a more efficient structure to
jointly learn the representation in visual language
for better multimodal video understanding.
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